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a b s t r a c t

We propose a discontinuous-Galerkin-based immersed boundary method for elasticity problems. The
resulting numerical scheme does not require boundary fitting meshes and avoids boundary locking by
switching the elements intersected by the boundary to a discontinuous Galerkin approximation. Special
emphasis is placed on the construction of a method that retains an optimal convergence rate in the pres-
ence of non-homogeneous essential and natural boundary conditions. The role of each one of the approx-
imations introduced is illustrated by analyzing an analog problem in one spatial dimension. Finally,
extensive two- and three-dimensional numerical experiments on linear and nonlinear elasticity prob-
lems verify that the proposed method leads to optimal convergence rates under combinations of essential
and natural boundary conditions.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

This article is concerned with the creation of a discontinuous-
Galerkin-based immersed boundary method for quasistatic elastic-
ity problems. In doing so, we propose a strategy to impose
non-homogeneous Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions
while preserving optimal order of convergence. These ideas are not
particular to elasticity, but rather to general second-order elliptic
problems. We specify two such methods for piecewise linear ele-
ments in two and three spatial dimensions, and demonstrate the
quadratic order of convergence of the resulting numerical scheme
with numerical examples.

Immersed boundary methods refer here to numerical methods
that construct an approximation to a boundary value problem on
a background grid that need not fit the domain of the problem.
By choosing as background grid that of a simple-to-mesh open
set that contains the domain of the problem, the well-known diffi-
culties in automatically meshing complex domains are side-
stepped. On the other hand, the difficulties are now transferred
to the design of strategies to impose boundary conditions.

Two key features that distinguish different IB methods are: (a)
how the exact domain of the problem is approximated in the
background grid and (b) how boundary conditions on the bound-
ary of the approximate domain are imposed. Domains are nearly
always approximated, and as a result, the boundary of the prob-
lem is only an approximation of the exact one. This naturally
poses the question of how boundary conditions originally pre-
scribed on the exact boundary are approximated and enforced
on the approximate one.

In [32] a discontinuous-Galerkin-based immersed boundary
method (DG-IBM) was proposed, dealing with the simpler case of
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on the entire bound-
ary, and formulated for the Poisson and the scalar reaction–diffu-
sion equations. The approximate domain was constructed as the
interior of the zero sublevel-set of the interpolant of the signed dis-
tance function to the boundary of the exact domain. The approxi-
mation of boundary conditions in this case was trivial:
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions were imposed on
the approximate boundary. A two-dimensional implementation
of the method with piecewise linear triangles was described. The
method was numerically shown to attain second-order conver-
gence rate in the L2 norm.

Approximations of the domain and non-homogeneous bound-
ary conditions of both Dirichlet and Neumann type are by no
means problems specific to IB methods. In fact, these were issues
addressed early on in the creation of classical finite element meth-
ods, see, e.g. [63–65,16,46,47,8–10,31,52]. For instance, when
adopting a polygonal approximation of a curved domain, the rate
of convergence is at best quadratic in the L2 norm irrespective of
the polynomial order of the basis functions, see [52,57,12]. Both
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approximations should be appropriately tailored to guarantee opti-
mal order of convergence of the method. Isoparametric elements
are perhaps the optimal result of these considerations, albeit they
are not the only possibility. Following [31] in the construction of
isoparametric elements, the approximate boundary interpolates
the exact one at some nodes. The interpolant of the prescribed ex-
act boundary values at these same nodes acts as the approximate
boundary condition on the approximate boundary. In this way
the error stemming from approximating the domain and that from
approximating the boundary values are of the same order. This is
why subparametric elements are hardly a convenient alternative.

Recently, there have been efforts to use functions inspired by
CAD as basis functions to approximate solutions of partial differen-
tial equations. B-splines and NURBS have been used very success-
fully in CAD for accurate representations of complex geometries.
This success is attributed not only to the special properties of these
functions, but also to efficient evaluation algorithms credited to de
Casteljau [19] and De Boor [18], among others. Apart from guaran-
teeing accurate domain representation, they have the added con-
venience of allowing for the construction of spaces with higher
order continuity, for instance C1 or C2, instead of the typical C0.
Early methods that adopted these ideas are the R-functions
method (RFM) [60,45] and the Weighted extended B-splines
(Web-splines) method [25,26]. Both are closely related meshfree
methods that use B-splines as basis functions. However, they do
not exploit the properties of B-splines for domain representation;
they use them solely for interpolation purposes. The information
about the domain is implicitly conveyed via the boundary condi-
tion. Homogeneous essential boundary conditions are enforced on
the exact boundary by multiplying the basis functions by a smooth
enough function that vanishes only at the boundary, for instance an
R-function [60,45]. Non-homogeneous essential boundary condi-
tions require either the solution of a system of equations involving
all unknowns along the boundary to determine the approximate
boundary conditions [25], or they are simply approximated in a
suboptimal way, resulting in a diminished convergence rate as ob-
served in the presence of boundary locking [45].

The ideas in isogeometric analysis [27] constitute a new effort in
a similar direction. In this context, NURBS are adopted both to
accurately represent the boundary and to construct approxima-
tions of the solution. As with the other two spline-based methods,
homogeneous essential boundary conditions are easily imposed,
while additional care is needed for non-homogeneous ones. In
[49], NURBS-based discretizations are adopted only near the
boundary, to harness the accurate representation of the domain,
while retaining traditional finite element approximations in the
interior.

Applications of some immersed boundary methods to elasticity
can be found in [11,7,48], among others. See also [4] for some re-
lated ideas. A qualitative discussion, by no means comprehensive,
of different approaches to approximate the domain and impose
homogeneous boundary conditions in immersed boundary meth-
ods was provided in [32]. A recent review can be found in [40].
Herein, we focus part of the discussion on the imposition of non-
homogeneous boundary conditions. A broad class of IB methods
rely on constructing an artificial set of forces on the exact Dirichlet
boundary to impose the prescribed boundary conditions, e.g.
[24,43,30,62]. Instead of defining an approximate boundary, the
computed force is spread over several grid points by some regular-
ization of the surface Dirac delta distribution commensurate with
the mesh size. Non-homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions
can be dealt with similarly; in this case the force is simply pre-
scribed. As in penalty methods, a stiff system of equations may
be obtained depending on how artificial forces are constructed.

A second class of IB methods imposes Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions directly. If not carefully crafted, these approaches often

lead to suboptimal convergence rates. Boundary locking may oc-
cur [32], which is a loss in the approximation properties near
the Dirichlet boundary because of the constraints imposed by
the strong boundary conditions. Locking can be avoided by
imposing boundary conditions weakly through Lagrange multi-
pliers (e.g. [5,41]), such as in the fictitious domain method
[22], or by carefully selecting collocation points at which bound-
ary values are enforced. Alternatively, Nitsche’s method or any of
its variants [17] can be adopted. They utilize a modified weak
form of the problem to impose boundary conditions; we refer
to [4] for a discussion. In [36] essential boundary conditions
are imposed strongly and locking avoided by essentially regard-
ing triangles or tetrahedra along the boundary as degenerated
quadrilaterals or hexahedra. DG-IBM circumvents locking by
introducing a discontinuous Galerkin discretization on those
elements intersected by the boundary. Additionally, the lack of
continuity across elements enables the choice of a convenient
basis within each element intersected by the boundary. In [32]
one such basis was proposed having two of the nodes located
along the approximate boundary, instead of at the vertices of
the triangle. Prescribed boundary values can be directly set
therein, sidestepping the need to impose additional constraints,
like, for instance, a ghost-cell method would do [59]. Approaches
that utilize local remeshing to construct a finite element mesh
that conforms to the boundary will of course not display any
locking (e.g. [20]), but this task could become quite cumbersome
in three-dimensions. Both local remeshing and the immersed
boundary approaches may lead to poorly shaped elements or
parts of it, with perhaps the latter being somewhat more
advantageous.

Similar difficulties in imposing essential and natural bound-
ary conditions have been faced by meshless methods, e.g.
[4,6,21], or the natural element method [53]. The boundary is
always immersed in these cases. Furthermore, it is often difficult
to construct interpolants with the associated sets of basis func-
tions. Boundary values have therefore been imposed as con-
straints. Lagrange multipliers [2,5,22] and penalty methods [3]
are commonly used for this purpose, though they come with
their own share of troubles. As for immersed boundary meth-
ods, selecting the right space of Lagrange multipliers is a deli-
cate task; a very large space may lead to a degenerate system
of equations, while the other extreme will result in poorly sat-
isfied boundary conditions. When a penalty approach is adopted,
it is necessary to deal with the well-know difficulty of finding a
value of the penalty parameter that will impose the constraint
without overly stiffening the system of equations. The use of
Nitsche’s method in this context is reported in [28,4,51]. Hybrid
approaches in which standard finite elements are adopted near
the boundary have also been proposed [29]. Finally, the charac-
teristic function method described in [4, p. 111] is a very
general idea that enables the construction of high-order approx-
imations in immersed boundary and meshless methods, at the
cost of modifying the approximation space in large parts of
the domain. No standard and simple solution seems to be
available to impose non-homogeneous boundary conditions in
this case.

The contributions of this manuscript are:

(1) The formulation of DG-IBM for linear and nonlinear elastic-
ity problems, demonstrating its performance with numerical
examples.

(2) The formulation of a strategy to impose Dirichlet and Neu-
mann boundary conditions in immersed boundary methods,
and the specification of two alternative ways of doing it
when piecewise linear discretizations over simplices are
adopted.
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The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces a set
of general conditions that, if satisfied by an immersed boundary
method for a linear elliptic boundary value problem, will guarantee
at least a linear convergence rate in the energy norm. These condi-
tions are somewhat standard, albeit not yet stated in the context of
immersed boundary methods. The first condition requires that the
underlying finite element space be able to approximate the exact
solution. However, it must do so by attaining some prescribed val-
ues at the Dirichlet boundary. This is where the construction of the
approximate non-homogeneous essential boundary conditions dis-
cussed in this paper becomes important. The second condition is
simply an asymptotic consistency one, standard for some discon-
tinuous Galerkin methods and related to the analysis of the
so-called variational crimes, see, e.g. [52]. Section 3 describes the
elasticity problem, while the method is formulated in Section 4.
In particular, Section 4.4 describes two alternative methods to im-
pose non-homogeneous Neumann and Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions, based on the strategy proposed in Section 2. The first
method is somewhat simpler, but of a narrower scope, since it can-
not be fully automatized. The second method, instead, is generally
applicable. In Sections 4.4 and 4.5 we analyze the satisfaction of
the two conditions for convergence of Section 2 in the case of a
one-dimensional problem. Despite the fact that there are a number
of important differences with higher-dimensional cases, we pro-
vide this analysis to illustrate how the two conditions in Section
2 play a role in the optimal convergence of the method. Being
one-dimensional, the proofs are short and concise, and devoid of
a number of technical details needed in higher-dimensional cases.
Section 5 demonstrates the optimal convergence rate of the meth-
ods proposed here through two- and three-dimensional examples
in linear elasticity, for which analytical expressions for their exact
solutions are known. We pay special attention to different combi-
nations indexed of types of boundary conditions, including prob-
lems in which the closure of the Dirichlet and Neumann
boundaries may intersect. We conclude with two numerical exam-
ples in nonlinear elasticity aimed at demonstrating the ease of the
method to handle complicated geometries. These are the compres-
sion of a femur, and the deformation of an image-based geometry.

2. Designing the method

Before we describe the method proposed in this article, we out-
line some conditions that will help in constructing it. These largely
follow arguments made in [12] for the formulation of finite ele-
ment methods with non-homogeneous boundary conditions in
curved domains. As shown there, the detailed proof of convergence
of a specific method is a rather delicate task. The goal herein, how-
ever, is to describe key conditions that should be kept in mind in
the design of these methods. We therefore do this in a very general
framework, which while valid for this task, does not fully expose
the subtleties involved in understanding the precise way these
methods converge.

We would like to numerically approximate the exact solution of
a second-order elliptic boundary value problem on a sequence of
easy-to-discretize domains, none of which might be the exact
one, with optimal convergence rate. As we shall see next, there ex-
ists a wide spectrum of possible constructions to accomplish it, as
long as some simple conditions are satisfied.

Let ðV ; k � kV Þ be a Banach space of real-valued functions over an
open bounded domain X. Consider the problem of finding a func-
tion u 2 Vo þ �u such that

aðu;vÞ ¼ FðvÞ 8v 2 Vo; ð1Þ

where Vo ¼ fv 2 V : v jCd ¼ 0g, a : V � V#R is a bilinear form and
F : V#R is a linear form. Here ;–Cd # oX, and �u 2 V . We assume

that a, F, X, Cd and �u are such that this problem has a unique
solution.

We construct next a numerical approximation to the solution of
this problem. We consider first a sequence of domains fXhg,
indexed by the mesh size h, such that as h& 0, Xh is a better
and better representation of X, in a sense to be discussed later.
Additionally, we let B be a simple open and bounded domain, like
a box or a ball, such that X [ ð[hXhÞ � B.

Since the exact solution and the approximations are defined on
different domains, we shall assume that it is possible to extend the
definition of u (smoothly enough) to B. We shall denote its exten-
sion with u as well.

Let Vh be a finite dimensional space of functions with Xh as their
domain. We assume that we can define a norm jjj � jjjh, possibly
dependent on h, on

spanfVh;ug ¼ v : Xh#R j v ¼ vh þ kujXh
; vh 2 Vh; k 2 R

n o
:

Additionally, we assume that it is possible to define an approxima-
tion operator Ph : Vo þ �u#Vh which satisfies that

(i) There exists C > 0 independent of h and that may depend on
u such that

jjju�Phujjjh < CðuÞh; ð2Þ

where u is the exact solution of problem (1).
(ii) For all v 2 Vo þ �u we have that

Phv jCd
h
¼ Ph�ujCd

h
; ð3Þ

where Cd
h # oXh.

The discrete problem consists in finding uh 2 Vo

h þPh�u such
that

ahðuh;vhÞ ¼ FhðvhÞ 8vh 2 Vo

h; ð4Þ

where Vo

h ¼ fvh 2 Vh : vhjCd
h
¼ 0g is the space of admissible test

functions. Here Fh : Vh#R is a linear functional, and
ah : ½spanfVh;ug�2#R is a coercive and continuous bilinear form,
i.e., there exists M;m > 0 independent of h such that

jahðv;wÞj 6 Mjjjvjjjhjjjwjjjh ð5Þ

for all v ;w 2 spanfVh; ug and

mjjjvhjjj2h 6 ahðvh; vhÞ ð6Þ

for all vh 2 Vo

h. Additionally, ah and Fh should satisfy an asymptotic
consistency condition

jahðu;vhÞ � FhðvhÞj 6 CðuÞhjjjvhjjjh 8vh 2 Vo

h ð7Þ

for some CðuÞ > 0 independent of h that may depend on u, the exact
solution of (1). We can now state the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1. If conditions (2), (3) and (7) are satisfied, then

jjju� uhjjjh < CðuÞh; ð8Þ

for some CðuÞ > 0 independent of h that may depend on u.

The proof is rather straightforward, and is shown next. How-
ever, we first discuss the hypotheses made.

The asymptotic consistency condition (7) expresses the rela-
tionship between the numerical method proposed and the problem
to be solved. A similar asymptotic consistency condition is stated
and proved in [12]. It also shares some features with those consid-
ered in [52] when analyzing errors arising from variational crimes,
or those adopted in [35,47], among others. The asymptotic consis-
tency condition in (7), however, is often encountered in the con-
vergence analysis of the class of discontinuous Galerkin methods
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adopted herein, see, e.g. [33]. In fact, the proof of the above lemma
follows essentially the same steps as that shown in [33]. Mesh-
dependent norms as jjj � jjjh are often encountered in these
contexts.

Several key features of an immersed boundary method are
embedded in (7). Its satisfaction often imposes restrictions on
how Xh approximates X and Cd

h approximates Cd in terms of the
mesh size h. Since natural boundary conditions are part of Fh, it
also imposes restrictions on the way in which these are approxi-
mated. Notice that essential boundary condition on Cd

h are strictly
imposed by Ph�ujCd

h
.

Condition (2) states that Phu should approximate u at the
appropriate rate. The key difference with a typical interpolation
operator is that it should be able to do so by perhaps not interpo-
lating u near the boundary, as condition (3) requests. This is neces-
sary because the values of u on Cd

h are not generally known. If such
an approximation operator can be constructed, it provides a natu-
ral way to impose essential boundary conditions. For example, if
�u ¼ 0, then it should be possible to approximate the solution of
problem (1) with functions that are zero on Cd

h, as done in [32],
even though u may not be zero there.

Not surprisingly, there is considerable freedom in the way the
domain and essential and natural boundary conditions are approx-
imated. For example, a method given by particular choices of ah

and Fh can be modified by constructing ~Fh ¼ Fh þ Lh, with any
Lh 2 V�h such that kLhkV�h

< Ch, for some C > 0 independent of h,
and ~ah ¼ ah þ bh, with any bh : ½spanfVh;ug�2#R such that
jbðu;vhÞj 6 CðuÞhjjjvhjjjh for all vh 2 Vo

h, with CðuÞ independent of
h. The variety of possible approximation of Neumann boundary
conditions are reflected in the multiplicity of choices for Fh. Simi-
larly, the different options for the construction of approximation
operators Ph, or for the choice of �u, give rise to different schemes
for the imposition of essential boundary conditions, all of them
with the same order of convergence.

It is interesting to note that conditions (2) and (3) are precisely
the ones that are not satisfied when boundary locking appears in
the example discussed in [32]. In this case, Vh is the standard con-
forming finite element space of piecewise linear triangles,
V ¼ H1ðXÞ, u 2 H2ðXÞ \ H1

0ðXÞ, �u ¼ 0, Xh is such that the intersec-
tion of oXh with the interior of any element is either empty or a
straight segment, Ph is the standard interpolation operator over
piecewise linear triangles that do not intersect the approximate
boundary that satisfies PhujoXh

¼ 0, and jjj � jjjh ¼ k � kH1
0ðXhÞ

.
We conclude with two remarks. First, as we shall see next in the

proof, we need only define the bilinear form of the numerical
method on spanfVh;ug, although it is often possible to do it in a
larger space. Second, lemma 2.1 compares functions by changing
domains for each value of h; it says nothing about the convergence
of the numerical approximations in X. This is apparently not an
easy task, see, e.g. [12].

Proof of Lemma 2.1. We first bound the difference between Phu
and the numerical solution uh. Note that because of (3),
ðPhu� uhÞ 2 Vo

h. We then have

mjjjPhu� uhjjj2h 6 ahðPhu� uh;Phu� uhÞ
¼ ahðPhu� u;Phu� uhÞ
þ ahðu� uh;Phu� uhÞ
6 MjjjPhu� ujjjhjjjPhu� uhjjjh by ð5Þ
þ jahðu;Phu� uhÞ � FhðPhu� uhÞj by ð4Þ
6 CðuÞhjjjPhu� uhjjjh by ð2Þ; ð7Þ:

It follows that:

jjjPhu� uhjjjh 6 CðuÞh ð9Þ

and from here and (2) that

jjju� uhjjjh 6 jjju�Phujjjh þ jjjPhu� uhjjjh 6 CðuÞh; ð10Þ

which concludes the proof. h

The results in this section will next be used as design guidelines
for the strategy to impose non-homogeneous essential and natural
boundary conditions in DG-IBM. As mentioned, the task of proving
that the proposed method satisfies all conditions in this section
when restricted to a linear problem, and its convergence in X, will
not be addressed in this article, but rather in the near future. Here-
in we shall only prove these conditions in the one-dimensional
case, which due to its simplicity, illustrates how these ideas mate-
rialize in the proposed method. The optimal convergence rate of
the method in two- and three-dimensional cases will be typified
with extensive numerical examples.

Before formulating the method, we specify next the elasticity
problem to which the method will be applied.

3. The nonlinear elasticity problem

We consider a simple elastic body with reference configuration
X � Rn, an open and connected set. The nonlinear elasticity prob-
lem consists in finding the deformation mapping u : X#Rn which
is a stationary point of the potential energy functional

I½u� ¼
Z

X
WðruÞ � B � u½ �dV �

Z
Cs

T � udS ð11Þ

among all smooth enough deformation mappings that are equal to
�u on Cd. Here W : Rn�n#R is the strain energy density, Cs and Cd

are open subsets of C ¼ oX such that Cd \ Cs ¼ ;, B : X#Rn indi-
cates the force per unit volume applied on the body, and
�T : Cs

#Rn specifies the external tractions imposed on a subset of
its boundary.

The Euler–Lagrange equations corresponding to this variational
principle are

DIV P ruðXÞð Þ½ � þ B ¼ 0 in X;

P ruðXÞð Þ � N ¼ T on Cs;

where N is the unit outward normal to Cs, and

PðFÞ ¼ oW
oF
ðFÞ

denotes the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor.
The existence and regularity of solutions to this problem de-

pend crucially on the properties of W, among others. We refer
the reader to [37,15] for a more comprehensive discussion. For
the discussions herein we shall assume that solutions are smooth
enough so that the approximation conditions (2) and (3) can be
satisfied.

We will consider examples with two different strain energy
densities. The first one is that of a neo-Hookean material extended
to the compressible range, namely,

WðFÞ ¼ k
2

log detðFÞð Þ2 � l log detðFÞð Þ þ l
2

trðFTF� IÞ ð12Þ

if detðFÞ > 0, and WðFÞ ¼ þ1 otherwise. Here k > 0 and l > 0 are
material parameters, and I is the identity n� n tensor. The stress
tensor follows as:

PðFÞ ¼ k log detðFÞð ÞF�T þ l F� F�T
� �

: ð13Þ

The second strain energy density is that of a linear elastic material,
namely,

WðFÞ ¼ 1
2
ðF� IÞ : A : ðF� IÞ; ð14Þ

1516 R. Rangarajan et al. / Comput. Methods Appl. Mech. Engrg. 198 (2009) 1513–1534
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where A is a fourth order tensor of elastic moduli. In particular, for
an isotropic material we have, in indicial notation,

Aijkl ¼ k dijdkl þ l dikdjl þ dildjk
� �

: ð15Þ

The stress tensor follows as:

PðFÞ ¼ A : ðF� IÞ: ð16Þ

4. Formulation of the method

In this section we describe the formulation of the method when
piecewise linear elements in two and three dimensions are
adopted. Most ideas described here, however, are directly applica-
ble to other types of discretizations, such as quads or hexahedra.
We review first the basic features of DG-IBM already introduced
in [32], and then describe two methods to impose non-homoge-
neous boundary conditions.

4.1. Meshes

Let X be an open domain in Rn, n ¼ 2;3 with, for simplicity, a
smooth boundary C ¼ oX (e.g. C2). We assume that B � X, is an
open domain, conveniently chosen such that it is trivial to con-
struct a family of quasiuniform (see [13]) conforming meshes Th

of n-simplices over it. The parameter h is the mesh size. An element
E in Th is a closed n-simplex with an orientable boundary CE and
unit outward normal NE.

4.2. Approximation of the domain

Let / : B#R be a continuous function, piecewise smooth, such
that / < 0 in X, / ¼ 0 on C and / > 0 in B nX. The boundary of
X is thus the zero level-set of /, and so / is termed the level-set
function. Next, let

Uh ¼ fvh 2 H1 Bð Þ : vhjE 2 P1ðEÞ8E 2Thg; ð17Þ

where P1ðEÞ denotes the space of polynomials of degree less or
equal than 1. Let /h 2 Uh be the function that interpolates / at every
node in Th. The approximate domain Xh is defined as

Xh ¼ x 2 B : /hðxÞ < 0f g ð18Þ

and let Ch ¼ oXh denote its boundary.
By adopting piecewise linear functions to interpolate /, the zero

level-set of /h, and hence the resulting approximate boundary, is
simple to compute. It is composed of straight segments in two
dimensions and planar polygons in the three-dimensional case.
Thus the distance between Ch and C is Oðh2Þ for smooth curved
boundaries, while for polyhedral ones, Ch and C may coincide
nearly everywhere for some choices of /. Additionally, efficient
quadrature rules over the resulting sections are easy to construct.
Finally, the construction of the approximate boundary in three-
dimensions is greatly simplified by this choice, since the boundary
may intersect four edges of a tetrahedron at points that do not nec-
essarily lie on the same plane.

For convenience, and following a somewhat standard practice
in level-set methods, we choose / to be the signed distance func-
tion to C, defined as

/ðxÞ ¼
�dðx;CÞ if x 2 X;

dðx;CÞ if x R X;

�
ð19Þ

where

dðx;CÞ ¼ inf
y2C
kx� yk; ð20Þ

where k � k is the Euclidean distance in Rn.

Fast techniques to compute distance functions, particularly on
Cartesian grids are discussed in [38,39,58,42]. An interesting alter-
native method to describe the geometry is to construct / with R-
functions ([50,44,45,60]) which define X implicitly using boolean
operations over easy to define primitives. Alternatively, surface fit-
ting methods can also be adopted [61,14,7,23].

Notice that the construction of the interpolant /h only requires
the evaluation of / at nodal locations. To prevent the appearance of
sections of elements cut by the boundary that are either very small
or have a bad aspect ratio, we choose the nodal values for /h as
follows:

/hðxaÞ ¼
/ðxaÞ if j/ðxaÞj > CTOLh;

0 otherwise;

�
ð21Þ

where CTOL is a small constant. In our examples CTOL ¼ 10�6. By per-
forming this correction in the construction of the interpolant /h, the
location of the approximate boundary is guaranteed to either cross
through the nodes or be away from them by a distance that does not
deteriorate the aspect ratio of Xh \ E for any element E as h goes to
zero.

Correction (21) makes it possible to construct a sequence of
meshes for which the distance between C and Ch is OðhÞ instead
of Oðh2Þ. In practice, however, it is rather difficult to encounter
such a sequence of meshes. These pathological cases can be cor-
rected by simply moving the nodes away from C slightly so that
the correction is not needed. This is always possible for h small en-
ough. With this in mind, we can assume that the distance between
C and Ch is always Oðh2Þ. A similar remark can be made for other
pathological situations, such as when / is identically zero at all
nodes of an element. These inconveniences cannot happen for h
small enough.

Finally, with the definition of Xh we define two submeshes or
collections of elements

Rh ¼ E element 2Th : E
o
� Xh

� �
; ð22Þ

Qh ¼ E element 2Th : E
o
\Ch–;

� �
; ð23Þ

which are the sets of elements whose interior are completely con-
tained in Xh and the set of elements whose interior are intersected
by the approximate boundary, as sketched in Fig. 1. Notice that for
some elements the intersection with the approximate boundary
could be an entire face; these belong to Rh.

4.3. Approximation of functions

The space of solutions on Qh [Rh, is defined as the space Vh,

Vh ¼ VR � VQ ¼ vh 2 L2ðQh [RhÞ : vhjQh
2 VQ ;vhjRh

2 VR

n o
; ð24Þ

where

VR ¼ fvh 2 H1 Rhð Þ : vhjE 2 P1ðEÞ 8E 2 Rhg; ð25Þ
VQ ¼ fvh 2 L2 Qhð Þ : vhjE 2 P1 Eð Þ 8E 2 Qhg: ð26Þ

As a result, functions in Vh are continuous across faces shared be-
tween any two elements in Rh, but are allowed to be discontinuous
across the boundary of any element in Qh, including those faces
shared with elements in Rh.

Discontinuous Galerkin approximations have the enticing fea-
ture that the basis functions within each element can be chosen
independent of its neighbors. For elements in Rh this choice is
immaterial to the resulting approximation. However, for those ele-
ments in Qh, a smart choice of the set of basis functions simplifies
the imposition of essential boundary conditions. We provide one
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such choice for elements in three spatial dimensions along with
suggested quadrature rules in Appendix A.

4.3.1. Discontinuous Galerkin approximation
Since functions in Vh are permitted to contain discontinuities,

we define the derivatives for these functions using a discontinuous
Galerkin approximation. Let Mh be the submesh of Th containing
all the elements across whose boundaries vh 2 Vh may have dis-
continuities. Consequently, Mh contains all elements of Qh and
those elements of Rh that share at least one face with an element
in Qh.

Next, we consider the finite dimensional space of functions

Mn
h ¼ fmh 2 L2 Rh [ Qhð Þn; mhjE 2 ðP1ðEÞÞn 8E 2 Rh [ Qhg: ð27Þ

Functions in Mn
h are vector valued with n components. Following the

framework in [1], we adopt the Bassi–Rebay numerical fluxes to
construct approximations in Mn

h to derivatives of functions in Vh.
To this end, we recall the standard definitions of the jump s � t

and average f�g operators of a function across any element face e,
namely

syt ¼ y� � yþ; fyg ¼ 1
2

y� þ yþð Þ: ð28Þ

Here y is any function in
S

E2Th
H1ðE

	
Þ, and the superscripts þ and �

correspond to evaluating the trace of y on either side of e. For vec-
tor-valued functions, these definitions are applied componentwise.

The approximation of derivatives of functions in Vh is obtained
through the linear operator DDG : Vh#Mn

h , the discontinuous Galer-
kin derivative, defined in every element E 2Th as

DDGvhjE ¼
rvhjE E R Mh;

rvhjE þ RðsvhtÞjE E 2Mh:

�
ð29Þ

Let CQ ¼ Xh \ ð
S

E2Qh
oEÞ. Notice that CQ \ Ch ¼ ;. The lifting opera-

tor R : L2ðCQ Þ#Mn
h is the unique element of Mn

h such thatZ
Xh

R vð Þ �mh dV ¼ �
Z

CQ

vfmhg � ndS ð30Þ

for all mh 2Mn
h. The vector field n here is chosen as the outward

normal to the ‘‘+”-side of a face. Derivatives of functions in Vh are
in this way modified by the lifting operator to account for possible
discontinuities across element boundaries. Since R is a linear oper-

ator, its action on Vh can be computed a priori in the form of addi-
tional basis functions in each element, with the nodal values of
functions in Vh as degrees of freedom. In this way we avoid assem-
bling and solving the system of equations (30) any time a discontin-
uous Galerkin derivative of a function in Vh is needed. More detailed
discussions of this type of DG approximations and implementation
can be found in [56,32].

4.4. Boundary conditions

In the following, we denote with Cd and Cs two open subsets of
C such that Cd \ Cs ¼ ; and Cd [ Cs ¼ C. The prescribed Dirichlet
boundary conditions are assumed to be given by a function
ud : Cd

#R. Boundary conditions of the Neumann type are imposed
on Cs.

We address next how Dirichlet boundary conditions are im-
posed in the numerical method. The treatment of Neumann
boundary conditions will be discussed later as part of the formula-
tion of the method. To this end, we address two issues. First, we de-
fine the subsets Cd

h and Cs
h of Ch on which to impose Dirichlet and

Neumann boundary conditions respectively, in the numerical
approximation. Second, we define the function ud

h to be prescribed
on Cd

h.

4.4.1. Approximation of the Dirichlet and Neumann parts of the
boundary

We define Cd
h as

Cd
h ¼

[
E2Th

fCh \ E : ;–E \ C ¼ E \ Cdg ð31Þ

and from here

Cs
h ¼ Ch n Cd

h: ð32Þ

Consequently, we have that Cd
h [ Cs

h ¼ Ch, and that Cd
h ¼ Ch if

Cd ¼ C.
With this definition for Cd

h there exists the possibility of having
Cd

h ¼ ;when Cd–;. This may happen only if the mesh Th is not fine
enough to have the interior of at least one element intersected by
Cd only. A different construction can be made, in which Cd

h is de-
fined as the intersection of Ch with any element intersected by
Cd, and Cs

h as its complement. We tested both, and they rendered
qualitatively similar results.

Fig. 1. The problem domain X is immersed in an encompassing and easy to discretize domain B. The triangulation on the square domain B is denoted by Th . The elements of
Th cut by the boundary C are denoted by Qh and the elements that lie entirely in X are denoted by Rh .
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4.4.2. Approximation of Dirichlet boundary conditions
We can now define Dirichlet boundary conditions on Cd

h. The
problem to overcome here is that the function ud has Cd as its do-
main, and since Ch does not necessarily interpolate C, the simple
interpolation done for isoparametric elements is not possible here.

An alternative approach was described in Section 2. The idea is
to first extend the definition of ud into X, and then construct an
approximation operator used to impose Dirichlet boundary
conditions on Cd

h. More precisely, first a function �u : X#R, �u 2 V ,
such that �ujCd ¼ ud is found. An approximation operator
Ph : Vo þ �u#Vh that satisfies conditions (2) and (3) is then con-
structed, so that the boundary conditions are imposed by setting
ud

h ¼ Ph�ujCd
h
.

We carry over this program in two different ways. The first one
is of rather narrow applicability, since it requires the explicit con-
struction of �u away from the boundary. In this case we are able to
choose Ph as an interpolation operator, and hence we shall refer to
it as the interpolatory method. The second one is widely applicable,
since we only need the values of �u on Cd. In this case, the approx-
imation operator near the boundary does not necessarily interpo-
late any of the possible extensions �u for all h. We shall refer to
this later approach as the non-interpolatory method.

From a practical perspective, for the numerical method in (4)
we only need to define what the values of Ph�u are on Cd

h. These
are the only features of Ph�u that change the space Ph�uþ Vo

h in
which the numerical solution is sought. Herein, we will only indi-
cate the method to construct Ph�ujCh

, leaving the definition of Ph�u
in the interior of Xh unspecified. We do so for a scalar-valued func-
tion �u. Its extension to vector-valued functions is done component-
wise, i.e., ðPh �uÞi ¼ Phð�uiÞ, where v i denotes the i-th component of
vector-valued function v.

For the convergence result, however, it is necessary to demon-
strate that at least one function in Vh equal to Ph�u on Cd

h approxi-
mates u at the correct rate with respect to h, to verify conditions (2)
and (3). To illustrate this, we construct one such approximation in
a one-dimensional case. The numerical results are consistent with
these conclusions for the two- and three-dimensional cases.

4.4.2.1. The interpolatory method. The first method relies on the
availability of �u 2 V that extends the values of ud into X. Without
loss of generality, we will assume that �u is smoothly defined in
B. The existence of such extension �u can often be ascertained from
standard trace theorems in nice enough domains. Notwithstanding
the fact that �u is generally costly or difficult to construct, there are
situations in which such a function is available and hence can be
used for computations. For example, when the value of ud is explic-
itly given as a restriction to Cd of a function with an open subset of
B as its domain. We provide a few examples of this later in Section
5.

Assuming that �u is smooth enough, we define Ph�ujCh
through

standard interpolation operations. On each element E having a
non-empty intersection with Ch, we let Ph�ujCh\E be the affine func-
tion on Ch \ E that interpolates �u at points fx1; . . . ; xng, with
fx1; . . . ; xng � Ch \ E. We specify the interpolation points next.

In the case of a triangular element, n ¼ 2, we interpolate �u at the
vertices of the segment Ch \ E. This is depicted in Fig. 2, in which
the interpolation points for �u are drawn with dark circles. For tet-
rahedral elements, n ¼ 3, there is an additional detail to take care
of. As shown in Fig. A.1, the intersection of Ch with E may be a tri-
angle or a quadrilateral. If Ch \ E is a triangle, then its three vertices
are chosen as interpolation points x1; x2; x3. In contrast, if Ch \ E is a
quadrilateral, we choose the three vertices of the quadrilateral that
form (one of) the triangle(s) with the largest area, see Fig. A.2. Tri-
als with numerical experiments showed that this should be pre-
ferred over an arbitrary choice of three of the vertices of the
quadrilateral, because the aspect ratio of some of these triangles

can be very large. Notice that these interpolation points coincide
with some vertices of the n-simplex when Ch intersects it along a
face. An equivalent construction that interpolates �u along Ch is
not possible for every mesh or every boundary in the conforming
case, and may lead to boundary locking, because conditions (2)
and (3) cannot be satisfied.

The implementation of this method is significantly simplified in
the discontinuous Galerkin context by choosing an appropriate set
of basis functions. For an element E 2 Qh, we choose basis functions
fN1; . . . ;Nnþ1g such that NiðxjÞ ¼ dij for i; j ¼ 1; . . . ; n, and Nnþ1 such
that Nnþ1jCh\E ¼ 0 and rNnþ1 ¼ n. Here n denotes the exterior unit
normal to Ch. These are explicitly constructed in Appendix A. Ele-
ments for which one of its faces is entirely contained in Ch can re-
tain their standard shape functions.

For the computation of Ph�ujCd
h

it is enough to know �u in a large
enough open neighborhood of Cd in B. With the chosen basis func-
tions, Ph�ujCd

h
is determined solely as a linear combination of

N1; . . . ;Nn by interpolation of �u. Because of these properties, the
imposition of essential boundary conditions is remarkably simpli-
fied. A similar construction when conforming approximations are
adopted is unduly inconvenient.

To highlight the fact that with the proposed strategy it is possi-
ble to satisfy conditions (2) and (3) we resort to a simple one-
dimensional example. This illustrates well why it is possible to
approximate u with a function in Vh that is equal to Ph�u on Cd

h,
with very mild restrictions on �u, and still retain an optimal conver-
gence rate. The analogy of this case with higher-dimensional ones
should not be taken too far, however, since in this simpler scenario
optimal convergence rates can be attained even without introduc-
ing the discontinuous Galerkin enrichment along the boundary.

One possible construction for Phu is illustrated in Fig. 3, for any
u; �u 2 H2ðXÞ. For simplicity we assume that the only element inter-
sected by the boundary, or in Qh, is the one with nodes x1 and x2.
Then, for every element in Rh, Phu is set to be the piecewise linear
interpolant of u at the element nodes. For the element intersected
by the boundary we set

PhuðxÞ ¼ �uðCd
hÞ þ

uðx2Þ � uðCd
hÞ

x2 � Cd
h

ðx� Cd
hÞ: ð33Þ

Clearly Phu satisfies condition (3), with Ph�ujCd
h

defined as the inter-
polant of �u at Cd

h. It remains to be seen that condition (2) is satisfied
as well. To this end, we adopt the mesh-dependent norm

jjjujjj2h ¼
X

E2Th

kruk2
0;E\Xh

þ 1
h

X
e2Th

ksutk2
0;e\Xh

þ 1
h
kuk2

0;Cd
h
; ð34Þ

where k � k0;S denote the L2-norm over the domain S, and h is a typ-
ical mesh size for a sequence of quasi-uniform meshes. This norm is

a b

Fig. 2. Sketch of the construction of the approximate boundary values Ph �ujCh
for

elements that are intersected by the boundary C. When an extension �u of the values
prescribed on C is explicitly available, Ph �ujCh

returns the affine function over the
element that interpolates �u at the points indicated with dark circles. In contrast, if �u
is not explicitly available, its values at the points of intersection between C and the
element edges are ‘‘transported” to the corresponding interpolation points on Ch , as
indicated in the figure.
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typically used in the analysis of discontinuous Galerkin methods.
We then have that

jjjPhu� ujjjh 6 jjjPhu� P̂hujjjh þ jjjP̂hu� ujjjh; ð35Þ

where P̂hu coincides with Phu in Rh and is equal to
Phuþ uðCd

hÞ � �uðCd
hÞ in Qh. In fact, P̂hu is the continuous interpolant

of u in Xh, which we know satisfies

jjjP̂hu� ujjjh ¼ krP̂hu�ruk0;Xh
6 Chjuj2;Xh

; ð36Þ

where C > 0 is a constant independent of h and j � jk;S denotes the k-
seminorm S. As in Section 2, u should be understood as the exact
solution of the problem smoothly extended to Xh nX, if needed.

Finally, we need to bound the first term in the right hand side of
(35). Notice that P̂hu�Phu ¼ uðCd

hÞ � �uðCd
hÞ is a constant in Qh, and

zero elsewhere. Then,

jjjP̂hu�Phujjj2h ¼
1
h

X
e

ksP̂hu�Phuhtk2
0;e\Xh

¼ 2
h
juðCd

hÞ � �uðCd
hÞj

2
: ð37Þ

Since uðCÞ ¼ �uðCÞ, we have that

juðCd
hÞ � �uðCd

hÞj 6
Z Cd

h

Cd
ðu0 � �u0Þ dx

�����
����� 6 ju0 � �u0j1;CdCd

h
jCd � Cd

hj; ð38Þ

where we have taken advantage that u0 � �u0 is continuous, since
ðu� �uÞ0 2 H1ðXÞ. When Cd

h is determined as in Section 4.2 we have
jCd � Cd

hj 6 Ch2, for some constant C independent of h. It then fol-
lows that:

jjjPhu� ujjjh 6 Ch juj2;Xh
þ h1=2ju0 � �u0j1;CdCd

h

� �
; ð39Þ

for some C independent of h and u, in agreement with condition (2).
We conclude by noting that the path to obtain the bound in (39)
may not be reproducible in higher dimensions, due to the use of
the continuity of u0, �u0. However, we chose it here because of its
simplicity.

4.4.2.2. The non-interpolatory method. The interpolatory method
has limited applicability due to the need to construct a smooth
extension of ud into the domain. Next, we propose a method that
circumvents this problem. Since it only requires the prescribed
boundary data, which should be provided in some form in the
statement of the problem, the method can be made fully auto-
matic. We note as well that the method does not need the solution
of a system of equations with unknowns all along the boundary.

This is the case, for example, when the approximate boundary con-
ditions are constructed with some types of projections.

We assume first that the level-set function / is not zero at any
of the vertices of the n-simplex, i.e., none of the vertices belong to
the exact boundary. The idea here is to build the value of Ph�u on Ch

by ‘‘transporting” these along element edges. More precisely, the
function Ph�ujCh

is affine on Ch \ E, for each element E 2 Q. For each
such element, it is constructed by defining the values of Ph�u at the
interpolation points x1; . . . ; xn defined in Section 4.4.2.1. To this
end, let ei be the edge of the n-simplex such that xi ¼ ei \ Ch. There
is only one such edge for each xi, since the values of / at the verti-
ces of the simplex are different than zero. For the same reason, the
set C \ ei is non-empty. We then set

Ph�ujCh\ei
¼ �ujC\ei

i ¼ 1; . . . ;n: ð40Þ

Fig. 2 illustrates this idea, in which the ‘‘transport” of values of �u
from C \ ei to Ch \ ei is indicated with arrows. If the set C \ ei con-
tains more than one point, any of them is chosen to evaluate �u. This
can only happen when the mesh is not fine enough and the bound-
ary intersects an edge more than once.

Consider next the case in which / is identically zero at one or
more of the vertices. At one such vertex, /h ¼ 0 as well, and hence
it belongs to both the exact and the approximate boundaries. In the
two-dimensional case, this implies that either x1 or x2 lie directly
on the exact boundary. A similar statement holds in the three-
dimensional case for either x1; x2 or x3, since as shown in Fig. A.1,
in this case the intersection Ch \ E can only be a triangle. Conse-
quently, the value of Ph�u at these points are obtained by directly
interpolating �u therein; no ‘‘transport” is needed. Notice that with
this construction we recover the classical idea that, if the approx-
imate boundary interpolates the exact one, the approximate
boundary conditions are obtained by interpolating the exact ones.

Recall next that only the values of Ph�u on Cd
h are needed to im-

pose essential boundary conditions. Because of the definition of Cd
h,

Eq. (37), on any given element E intersected by Cd
h each edge ei has

a non-empty intersection with Cd
h and Cd, and Ch \ ei ¼ Cd

h \ ei and
C \ ei ¼ Cd \ ei. Consequently, we have that

Ph�ujCd
h\ei
¼ �ujCd\ei

i ¼ 1; . . . ; n; ð41Þ

and hence Ph�ujCd
h

is determined solely by �ujCd ; no extension away
from Cd is needed. Additionally, the intersections Cd \ ei are simple
to compute, since it only requires the solution of /ðxÞ ¼ 0 along the
one-dimensional segment ei.

Finally, in the one-dimensional case this idea translates into
choosing �u to be constant near the boundary, and the analysis in
Section 4.4.2.1 is also applicable here. This illustrates why condi-
tions (2) and (3) can be satisfied by this method. In the higher-
dimensional case this idea is not equivalent to extending the
boundary conditions by a constant near the boundary, since the
direction along which �u should be constant would change with
each choice of the mesh. This is why this method is non-
interpolatory.

4.4.3. On Neumann boundary conditions
Clearly, the constructions outlined in Section 4.4.2.1 or 4.4.2.2

are applicable to obtain an approximation (in some sense) on Ch

of any function known on C, or parts of it, as long as the function
is smooth enough. We shall take advantage of it to construct
approximations of the prescribed external tractions, or Neumann
boundary conditions.

In the case of the non-interpolatory method, however, it is con-
venient to introduce a slight modification on a few elements only.
External tractions are prescribed on Cs, but their approximation on
Ch given by (40) needs to be restricted to Cs

h. It is possible to have
Cs

h \ ei–;, but Cs \ ei ¼ ; for some of the edges ei. This may happen

Fig. 3. One possible construction of Phu, shown in black dashed lines, in one-
dimension with the interpolatory method. Three elements are shown, with the
nodes indicated by hollow squares. The boundary Cd of the domain X, and that of its
approximation Xh , Cd

h , lie within the interior of the leftmost element x1x2. In
elements that do not intersect the boundary the exact solution u is interpolated at
nodal positions. In the leftmost element Phu is obtained by subtracting ðu� �uÞðCd

hÞ
to the linear interpolant of u at Cd

h and x2, shown with a gray dashed line. In this way
PhuðCd

hÞ ¼ �uðCd
hÞ.
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in elements in which C \ E contains parts of both Cd and Cs. Under
these circumstances, it is not possible to ‘‘transport” values along
such an edge ei, since the prescribed value on Cs \ ei is not defined,
unless we again extend the prescribed functions away from Cs. We
avoid the need for this extension as follows. On any of these edges,
instead of ‘‘transporting” values, we compute them as the average
among the values of the approximation operator on those edges in
the same element for which the ‘‘transport” is defined without the
need of an extension. This operation remains local to the element,
and may render discontinuous approximations of the Neumann
boundary condition across elements along the boundary.

4.5. The discrete elasticity problem

The formulation of DG-IBM for elasticity consists in finding
uh 2 ½Vo

h�
n þPh �u such that the functional

Ih½uh� ¼
X

E2Th

Z
E\Xh

WðX;DDGðuhÞÞ � Bh � uh½ �dV �
Z

Cs
h

Th � uh dS

ð42Þ

is stationary in ½Vo

h�
n þPh �u, where Vo

h ¼ fvh 2 Vh : vhjCd
h
¼ 0g, as in

Section 2. The discrete force per unit volume Bh : Xh#Rn is defined
as

Bh ¼
B in X \Xh;

0 in Xh nX:

�
ð43Þ

The discrete external traction Th : Cs
h#Rn is defined as

Th ¼ PhT
��
Cs

h
: ð44Þ

In this definition the same approximation operator constructed to
approximate Dirichlet boundary conditions is adopted. In this case
the boundary data is T, and the value of PhTjCh

is obtained as de-
scribed in Section 4.4.2.1 or Sections 4.4.2.2 and 4.4.3, but is re-
stricted to Cs

h instead of to Cd
h. Of course, the boundary data T

needs to be smooth enough for this construction to be well-defined.
We shall restrict the formulation herein to such cases.

This variational principle leads to the problem of finding
uh 2 ½Vo

h�
n þPh �u such that

X
E2Th

Z
E\Xh

oW
oF

DDGuhð Þ : DDGvh � Bh � vh

	 

dV �

Z
Cs

h

Th � vh dS ¼ 0

ð45Þ

for all vh 2 ½Vo

h�
n. This is generally a set of nonlinear equations, ex-

cept in the case in which W is that of a linear elastic material, Eq.
(14).

In this case, (45) can be expressed in the form (4), with

ahðuh;vhÞ ¼
X

E2Th

Z
E\Xh

DDGuh : A : DDGvhdV ð46Þ

as the bilinear form and

FhðvhÞ ¼
X

E2Th

Z
E\Xh

Bh � vhdV þ
Z

Cs
h

Th � vh dS ð47Þ

as the linear functional. The coercivity and continuity of the bilinear
form in (46) depend on the elastic moduli A, and an additional sta-
bilization term may be needed, see [33,54,55].

This concludes the formulation of the method. To illustrate the
asymptotic consistency of the proposed method, we analyze it in a
one-dimensional example. As discussed in Section 4.4.2.1, this is a
simplified case that does not illustrate well the difficulties found in
higher-dimensional situations. Nevertheless, it showcases how the
different approximations made play a role in the achieving the de-
sired order of convergence.

Consider the linear elasticity problem in, without loss of gener-
ality, X ¼ ð0;1Þ, with Dirichlet boundary conditions at Cd ¼ 0, and
Neumann or traction boundary conditions at Cs ¼ 1. The approxi-
mation is constructed with a sequence of meshes parameterized by
h, the size of the largest element in the mesh, with h& 0. The
nodes of the each mesh are numbered, from left to right, with
x0; . . . ; xN . The approximate domain is constructed on Xh ¼
ðCd

h;C
s
hÞ, such that jCd

hj ¼ Oðh2Þ, j1� Cs
hj ¼ Oðh2Þ, and

Cd
h;C

d 2 ½x0; x1Þ and Cs
h;C

s 2 ðxN�1; xN�. Discontinuities in the
numerical solution are allowed to appear at x1 and xN�1. The elastic
moduli degenerates into a scalar, denoted here with Y. We assume
that Bh is smooth enough so that the solution of this problem is in
H2ðXÞ. We then have

ahðu;vhÞ � FhðvhÞ

¼
X
E2Th

Z
E\Xh

Y u0 þ RðsutÞð Þ v 0h þ RðsvhtÞ
� �

� Bhvh

� �
dx� ThvhðCs

hÞ

¼
Z

Xh

ð�Yu00 � BhÞvhdxþ Yu0ðCs
hÞ � Th

� �
vhðCs

hÞ

þ
X

E2Th

Z
E\Xh

Yu0R svhtð Þdxþ Yu0svht
� �

x1 ;xN�1

In this identity we have used the facts that u and u0 have no discon-
tinuities, and that vh may have discontinuities only at x1 and xN�1.
We next bound each one of the terms separately.

The last two terms of the right hand side appear in other discon-
tinuous Galerkin methods, see, e.g. [33], so here we just state that
they satisfy that

X
E2Th

Z
E\Xh

Yu0R svhtð Þdxþ Yu0svht
� �

x1 ;xN�1

�����
����� 6 Chjuj2;Xh

jjjvhjjjh: ð48Þ

The aspects of the asymptotic consistency particular to this im-
mersed boundary method are embedded in the first two terms of
the right hand side. We will use the facts that for any vh 2 Vo

h

jvhj1;Xh
6 Cjjjvhjjjh ð49Þ

for some C > 0, independent of h. The proof is straightforward, and
is given at the end of this section.

By recalling that Yu0ðCsÞ ¼ T , we have for the second term that

Yu0ðCs
hÞ� Th

� �
vhðCs

hÞ
�� ��¼ Y vhðCs

hÞ
�� �� u0ðCs

hÞ�u0ðCsÞ
�� ��þ T � Th

�� ��� �
6 CjjjvhjjjhY juj2;Xh

jCs �Cs
hj

1=2þCT jC
s�Cs

hj
� �

6 Chjjjv jjjh juj2;Xh
þCT h

� �
:

Here CT is a non-negative constant that arises from the type of
approximation operator we adopt. For the non-interpolatory meth-
od, Th ¼ T , so CT ¼ 0. For the interpolatory one, T is extended to the
interior of Xh with any smooth function, so CT is its Lipschitz con-
stant. We have also utilized the following immediate consequence
of Cauchy–Schwartz inequality

u0ðCs
hÞ � u0ðCsÞ

�� �� ¼ Z Cs

Cs
h

u00dx

�����
����� 6 juj2;Xh

jCs
h � Csj1=2 ð50Þ

and the fact that jCs
h � Csj ¼ Oðh2Þ.

Finally, for the first term we use the fact that u is the solution of
the exact problem in X.Z

Xh

ð�Yu00 � BhÞvhdx

�����
����� ¼

Z
XhnX

Yu00vhdx

�����
����� 6 Y juj2;Xh

kvhk0;XhnX

6 Y juj2;Xh
jvhj1;Xh

jXh nXj1=2

6 Chjuj2;Xh
jjjvhjjjh; ð51Þ

where we have used the fact that jXh nXj ¼ Oðh2Þ.
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To conclude, we prove (49), which follows after expressing
vhðxÞ as an integral of its derivative plus the discontinuities, and
the fact that vhðCd

hÞ ¼ 0, to wit

jvhj21;Xh
6

Z
I
jv 0hjdxþ jsvhðx1Þtj þ jsvhðxN�1Þtj

	 
2

6 3 jvhj21;I þ jsvhðx1Þtj2 þ jsvhðxN�1Þtj2
h i

6 3 maxðh;1Þjjjvhjjj2h:

Here I ¼ ðCd
h; x1Þ [ ðx1; xN�1Þ [ ðxN�1;C

s
hÞ.

5. Numerical examples

We now present numerical examples to examine the formula-
tion of DG-IBM for elasticity problems with non-homogeneous
boundary conditions. The first example consists in determining
the deformation of a two dimensional annular ring. It is followed
by a three-dimensional example, in which the torsion of a thick
spherical shell is computed. In both examples we impose displace-
ments and traction boundary conditions with the interpolatory and
the non-interpolatory methods. In each case, the rate of conver-
gence of the numerical solution to the exact one is examined and
indeed shown to be optimal. These examples are followed by
two nice applications – we simulate the nonlinear deformation of
a femur bone under compression and of an image-based geometry.
These examples serve to illustrate that the method is indeed as
easy for a complex geometry as it is for a simple one.

No stabilization terms were needed in any of the examples
below.

5.1. Deformation of an annulus

In this example, we are interested in describing the deformation
of a long and thick walled linear elastic hollow cylinder. Its inner
surface is rigidly fixed while non-zero displacements are pre-
scribed on the outer surface. Under plane strain conditions, the do-
main of the problem is an annular ring X ¼ fX 2 R2 : r0 <

kXk < r1g where r0 ¼ 2 and r1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
24:5
p

units, and k � k denotes

the Euclidean norm. The boundary conditions imposed on the
deformation mapping are

uðXÞjCr0
¼ X;

uðXÞjCr1
¼ 6X=5;

ð52Þ

where Cri
¼ fX 2 R2 : kXk ¼ rig, i ¼ 0;1. Notice that we have

Cd ¼ C. We choose the enclosing domain B as a square of dimen-
sion 10 units centered at the origin and cover it by an unstructured
mesh of triangles which does not necessarily conform to the annu-
lus. The material is linear elastic, isotropic and homogeneous, with
material constants k ¼ 1 and l ¼ 1. The level-set function that de-
fines X was chosen as the signed distance function

/ðXÞ ¼ maxfr0 � kXk; kXk � r1g ð53Þ

and the approximate domain is given by the interior of the zero
sublevel-set of its nodal interpolant, as discussed in Section 4.2.
Naturally, the approximate and exact boundaries may not coincide
as shown in the Fig. 4. This problem has an exact solution of the
form

uexðXÞ ¼
A1

kXk2 þ A2 þ 1

 !
X; ð54Þ

where

A1 ¼ �0:956098 and A2 ¼ 0:239024:

The resulting traction on Cr1 is given by

TðXÞ ¼ 2 ðkþ lÞA2 �
lA1

24:5

� �
er : ð55Þ

For later use, we denote the approximation of the inner circle Cr0 by
Ch;r0 , and that of the outer circle Cr1 by Ch;r1 .

Fig. 5 shows the Euclidean norm of the displacements of the
annulus computed using the interpolatory method for the bound-
ary conditions, with the extension given by

uðXÞ ¼ X near Ch;r0
;

uðXÞ ¼ 6X=5 near Ch;r1
;

ð56Þ

Exact Boundary

Fig. 4. Details of the approximation of the domain for the example of the annular ring. The initial background mesh Th in which the boundary is immersed is shown in light
gray. Notice that the approximate boundary may lie inside and/or outside the exact domain and that the exact boundary does not always intersect the element faces where
the approximate one does.
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where by ‘‘near” a set S we mean an open neighborhood of S. Since
displacements are prescribed on the entire boundary, in this exam-
ple Cd

h ¼ Ch. Notice that this extension is equivalent to imposing
zero displacements on the approximate boundary Ch;r0 . The defor-
mation reveals the discontinuities in the displacement field near
the boundary that have been utilized to yield a good approximation
of the exact solution.

5.2. Torsion of a spherical shell

Next, we are interested in simulating the torsion of a spherical
shell, again made of a linear elastic material with k ¼ 1 and l ¼ 1.
The domain of the problem is X ¼ fX 2 R3 : r0 < kXk < r1g with
r0 ¼ 0:75 and r1 ¼ 2:25 units respectively. The encompassing do-
main B is a cube of side 5 units centered at the origin that is
meshed using tetrahedral elements. The level-set function /h is
the linear interpolant of the signed distance function in Eq. (53).
Fig. 6 shows the tetrahedral mesh of the domain B and the approx-
imate domain Xh.

Non-homogeneous boundary conditions are imposed every-
where on the boundary as

uðXÞ ¼ Xþ Ko sin 2n eh on Cr0 ¼ fX 2 R3 : kXk ¼ r0g;
uðXÞ ¼ Xþ K1 sin 2n eh on Cr1 ¼ fX 2 R3 : kXk ¼ r1g;

ð57Þ

where n and h are the standard zenith and azimuthal angles in a
spherical coordinate set centered at X ¼ 0 and

K0 ¼ 0:0984375;
K1 ¼ 0:8859375:

This problem has an exact solution given by

uðXÞ ¼ Xþ KkXk2 sin 2neh ð58Þ

with K ¼ 0:175. The traction acting on the surface Cr1 is computed
as

TðXÞ ¼ Klr1 sin 2n eh: ð59Þ
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Fig. 5. Euclidean norm of the displacements at each point of the domain. The mesh is shown in the X–Y plane, while the norm of the displacement is displayed on the axis
orthogonal to it. Notice the clearly evident discontinuities in the solution, only along the faces of elements that are intersected by the approximate boundary. These
discontinuities are in fact used to recover the quadratic order of convergence of the solution.

Fig. 6. Approximation of the spherical shell in a tetrahedral mesh of a cube. Shown on the left is the exact domain immersed in the mesh, followed by the approximate
domain defined by the interior of the zero sublevel-set of the interpolant of the function / given by Eq. (53). A section of the approximate solid shown on the right reveals
more details of the approximation.
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The deformation of the spherical shell is shown in Fig. 7, computed
by adopting the interpolatory method for the boundary conditions,
with the extensions

uðXÞ ¼ Xþ Ko sin 2n eh near Ch;r0 ;

uðXÞ ¼ Xþ K1 sin 2neh near Ch;r1 ;
ð60Þ

where analogous to the previous example, we denote with Ch;r0 and
Ch;r1 the approximations of the inner and outer boundaries of the
spherical shell, respectively.

5.3. Convergence curves

Next, we compute the convergence curves for the two examples
in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. The error in the numerical solution of the
two examples is examined and the order of convergence deter-
mined. We do so for each of the two methods to impose boundary
conditions and for both the Dirichlet and Neumann type.

Part of the charm of an immersed boundary method is that the
mesh can be easily refined, and such a refinement simultaneously
improves the approximation of the domain, the approximation
space and the approximation of the boundary conditions. In the
examples that follow, triangular meshes are refined by dividing
each triangle into four by joining the midpoints of each side. Sim-
ilarly tetrahedral meshes are refined by dividing each tetrahedron
into eight by joining midpoints of edges. It is possible to do so
while keeping the aspect ratio bounded, see, e.g. [34]. In either
case, the mesh parameter h is halved at successive refinements.
The L2-norm of the error in the numerical solution is computed
over the domain X \Xh as

ku� uhk0 ¼
Z

X\Xh

ðu� uhÞ � ðu� uhÞdV

 !1=2

: ð61Þ

We will show convergence curves in this norm for most of the
examples. The L2-convergence is generally obtained from the con-
vergence in jjj � jjjh through a standard duality argument. In this
case, the optimal convergence rate is quadratic in h. We will also
show the convergence curve in jjj � jjjh in one example, which mea-
sures the convergence rate of the strains and the discontinuities. In
this norm, the optimal convergence rate is linear with h. In the pres-
ence of boundary locking, the convergence rate in both norms is ad-
versely affected. We computed the errors over X \Xh, to avoid
introducing the effects of the arbitrary extension of the exact solu-
tion into Xh nX. We show however the computation of the error
over Xh in one case (Fig. 9).

5.3.1. Convergence with Dirichlet boundary conditions only
In both examples Dirichlet boundary conditions were imposed

on the entire boundary and consequently we had Cd
h ¼ Ch. In these

two cases the boundary conditions are prescribed as a restriction
to C of some smooth function defined in an open neighborhood
around it. Consequently, these functions themselves constitute
natural extensions of the boundary data as needed for the interpo-
latory method; boundary conditions on the inner and outer bound-
aries are constructed by interpolating them. However, these
extensions are not the only possibilities. We now consider other
extensions, and numerically verify that the order of convergence
does not depend on the particular extension chosen; the magni-
tude of the error does, however.

For the example of the annulus, another possible extension is

uðXÞ ¼ X near Ch;r0
;

uðXÞ ¼ Xþ 0:2kXk er þ sin pðr �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
24:5
p

Þ eh near Ch;r1
;

ð62Þ

or, alternatively, a third possible extension is

uðXÞ ¼ X near Ch;r0 ;

uðXÞ ¼ ðr1 þ 0:2Þ er near Ch;r1 :
ð63Þ

The last extension, Eq. (63), corresponds to adopting as the value for
the Dirichlet boundary condition at an interpolation point in Ch the
value prescribed at its closest point in C.

Fig. 8a shows the error as a function of the mesh parameter h.
Adopting any of these extensions for the two-dimensional exam-
ple, the numerical solution converges to the exact one quadrati-
cally in h. Finally, Fig. 9 shows the convergence curve in the
norm jjj � jjjh defined in (34) when extension (56) is adopted. The
value of the error in Xh nX was computed by simply evaluating
the expression of the exact solution (54) there. As expected, the er-
ror for the derivatives and the magnitude of the discontinuities de-
crease linearly with h, an optimal convergence rate.

Similarly, for the example of the spherical shell, the following
functions constitute a smooth extension

uðXÞ ¼ Xþ K0½sin 2neh þ sinðpðr � r0ÞÞ� en near Ch;r0
;

uðXÞ ¼ Xþ K1½sin 2neh þ sinðpðr � r1ÞÞ� en near Ch;r1 :
ð64Þ

Once again, optimal quadratic convergence in the L2 norm is con-
firmed by Fig. 8(b).

Finally, we utilize the interpolatory method to impose essential
boundary conditions on Ch;r0 , with analytical extensions (56) and
(60) for the annulus and the spherical shell, respectively. On
Ch;r1 , however, essential boundary conditions are imposed through

Fig. 7. Deformed configuration of the spherical shell computed using the extension given in (56). Shown on the right is a section of the deformed configuration corresponding
to the section shown in Fig. 6c. The color contours correspond to the Euclidean norm of the displacement field.
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the non-interpolatory method. Fig. 10 shows that once again, the
solution converges with the optimal order for both the two- and
three-dimensional examples.

5.3.2. Convergence with Neumann boundary conditions
We investigate next the convergence curves in the two exam-

ples when traction boundary conditions are imposed on parts of
the boundary. To this end, we impose traction boundary conditions
on the outer boundary of the domain, Cr1 , and retain the same
essential boundary conditions in the inner one, Cr0 . The tractions
on the outer boundary are those obtained from evaluating the ex-
act solution there. More precisely, for the annulus

uðXÞ ¼ X on Cr0 ; ð65Þ
TðXÞ ¼ 2ððkþ lÞA2 � lA1=24:5Þer on Cr1 ð66Þ

and for the spherical shell

uðXÞ ¼ Xþ K0 sin 2neh on Cr0 ; ð67Þ
TðXÞ ¼ Klr1 sin 2n eh on Cr1 : ð68Þ

With these boundary conditions, the exact solutions of the two
problems remain unaltered, i.e., still given by (54) and (58). That
the boundary of each of the two domains can be decomposed into
two disconnected components is very convenient, because we can
independently choose the type of boundary conditions on each
one of them.

Now, we inspect the performance of the interpolatory and non-
interpolatory methods to impose traction boundary conditions.
Essential boundary conditions on Cd

h ¼ Ch;r0 are imposed via the
interpolatory method, with extensions (56) and (60) for the two-
and three-dimensional examples, respectively. For the two-dimen-
sional example, we consider the following alternative extensions
for the traction on Ch;r1

TðXÞ ¼ 2½ðkþ lÞA2 � lA1=24:5�er ; or ð69Þ
TðXÞ ¼ 2½ðkþ lÞA2 � lA1=kXk2� er

þ ðr1 � kXkÞ½ðkþ lÞA2 þ lA1=kXk2� eh; ð70Þ

while for the three-dimensional one we chose

TðXÞ ¼ Klr1 sin 2n eh; ð71Þ
TðXÞ ¼ Kl½kXk sin 2neh � ðr1 � kXkÞ sin2 n en�; ð72Þ

a b

Fig. 10. Convergence curves computed using the non-interpolatory method to impose Dirichlet boundary conditions on Ch;r1 for the two- and three-dimensional examples.
The convergence rate is approximately quadratic in both cases.

a b

Fig. 8. Rate of convergence of the numerical solution computed using different extensions to impose essential boundary conditions with the interpolatory method. Results for
both the annulus and the spherical shell are shown. Optimal convergence rates are achieved in both cases.

Fig. 9. Convergence curve in the norm jjj � jjjh , which measures the error in the
approximation of the derivative inside each element and the magnitude of the
discontinuities. The linear convergence rate with h is optimal, and reflects
the absence of boundary locking.
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all of them valid near Cs
h ¼ Ch;r1 . Extensions (69) and (71) simply

evaluate (66) and (68) on Ch;r1 . However, the other two are quite
arbitrary, included simply to illustrate the independence of the or-
der of convergence on the choice of the (smooth) extension. Fig. 11
shows the optimal convergence of the solutions obtained with each
one of these extensions when the interpolatory method is utilized
for the approximation of the normal tractions. Similarly, Fig. 12
shows the convergence of the computed solution for the non-inter-
polatory one.

5.3.3. Combination of Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions
We have not yet dealt with a case in which Dirichlet and Neu-

mann boundary conditions are prescribed on the same component
of C. We consider this possibility now. To avoid the often–encoun-
tered singularities near Cs \ Cd, we once again set the boundary
conditions on Cd and Cs by evaluating those of the smooth exact
solutions there.

In both examples, essential boundary conditions given by (65)
and (67) are imposed on Cr0 . For the example of the annulus, we
consider the following boundary conditions on Cr1

uðXÞ ¼ 6X=5 if X � ev 6
ffiffiffi
5
p

; ð73aÞ

TðXÞ ¼ 2 ðkþ lÞA2 �
lA1

24:5

� �
er if X � ev >

ffiffiffi
5
p

: ð73bÞ

Here ev is a any unit vector. Similarly, for the example of the spher-
ical shell we impose the following boundary conditions on Cr1

uðXÞ ¼ Xþ K1 sin 2neh if X � ev 6
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1:25
p

; ð74aÞ
TðXÞ ¼ Klr1 sin 2n eh if X � ev >

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1:25
p

: ð74bÞ

The Neumann boundary Cs for each example is the subset of Cr1 de-
fined in (73b) or (74b), while Cd is the complement of its closure in
C. Essential boundary conditions on Cd

h ¼ Ch;r0 are imposed via the
interpolatory method, with extensions (56) and (60) for the corre-
sponding problems. In contrast, near Cd

h;r1
and Cs

h;r1
the extensions

are constructed by evaluating, for each example, (73) and (74) near
the boundary. Fig. 13 shows the optimal order of convergence when
both the interpolatory and non-interpolatory methods are adopted
on Ch;r1 .

5.4. Stabilization

Discontinuous Galerkin methods for elliptic problems may need
stabilization terms. These often take the form of a penalization of
the magnitude of the discontinuities in the numerical solution.

We did not add a stabilization term in any of the simulations
presented so far. However, we performed numerical experiments
for linear elastic problems analogous to those carried out in [32]
for the Poisson’s equation. The gradual onset of the boundary lock-
ing phenomenon as discontinuities near the boundary are more se-
verely penalized is also observed in this case. This is what is
expected from the conforming finite element space when the con-
straints imposed by the prescribed boundary conditions are strictly
enforced. Indeed, this is shown in Fig. 14a for the case of the annu-
lus, which reveals a suboptimal OðhÞ convergence as the parameter
scaling the stabilization term, b, is very large. A similar situation is
reflected in the 3D example. Fig. 14b shows the L2ðX \XhÞ-error for
different values of b for two successive refinements of the mesh.
The OðhÞ convergence for large values of b is in contrast with the
Oðh2Þ convergence for values of b that are small or zero.

a b

Fig. 11. Quadratic convergence of numerical solutions when adopting the interpolatory method to construct approximate traction boundary conditions on Ch;r1 in the
annulus and spherical shell examples.

a b

Fig. 12. Use of the non-interpolatory method for the approximation of traction boundary conditions on Ch;r1
. Optimal convergence rates are achieved.
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5.5. On the error in the interior of the domain

The appearance of boundary locking can be roughly described
as a consequence of the impossibility to approximate functions
with non-zero gradients parallel to the boundary, see [32]. It is
then fair to wonder whether the loss of accuracy is restricted to
a region at a distance of order h near the boundary, or it actually
pollutes the accuracy of the solution well in the interior of the do-
main. The numerical example that follows shows that the latter
can actually happen; the loss of accuracy near the boundary may
affect the rate of convergence of the solution in the interior of
the domain as well.

The example consists in setting b ¼ 1010 so as to force a nearly
conforming approximation space, and then find the solution of the
two-dimensional annulus problem with Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions imposed on the entire boundary. These were imposed via the
interpolatory method with the extensions in (56). The L2-error of
the solution over the domain fX 2 X : 3 < kXk <

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
20
p
g, whose clo-

sure is strictly included in X, is plotted in Fig. 15. The convergence
rate is found to be suboptimal – the error decreases linearly with h.

5.6. Comparison with a boundary-fitting method

We compare next how the accuracy of DG-IBM compares with a
conventional finite element calculation in which boundary-fitting
meshes are used. For simplicity, we chose a polygonal domain in-
cluded in the interior of and very close to the annulus to perform a

comparison. Dirichlet boundary conditions were imposed every-
where on the boundary, by interpolating the exact solution to the
annulus example there. Meshes of triangles exactly fitting the
boundary of the polygon were constructed, and standard P1 con-
forming elements were adopted. The numerical solutions obtained
in this way are approximations to the exact solution in the interior
of the polygon.

a b

Fig. 13. Combination of Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions on Cr1 . Both the interpolatory and the non-interpolatory method display optimal convergence rate.

a b

Fig. 14. Smooth onset of the locking phenomenon when transitioning from a DG to a conforming discretization. We do so by increasing the relative importance of a
stabilization term that consists of a quadratic penalization of the magnitude of the discontinuities, see, e.g. [32]. When the stabilization parameter, b, is large, an essentially
conforming discretization is recovered. Shown on the left are the convergence curves for the example of the annulus with no stabilization, and a large stabilization parameter.
Penalization of the discontinuities results in a loss of a full order of convergence. Also shown is the convergence curve for the same example but when adopting the boundary–
fitting method described in Section 5.6. Shown on the right is the error in the numerical solution for the example of the spherical shell for different values of b. The poor
approximation of the solution for large b is reflected in a larger error and lower reduction in the error upon subsequent refinement.

Fig. 15. Convergence curve for the error in the interior of the annulus of the two-
dimensional example, computed with a nearly conforming discretization (b ¼ 1010).
The error in the figure was computed over the region f3 < kXk

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
20
p
g. This example

show that the suboptimal convergence rate due to boundary locking is not
necessarily restricted to a region near the boundary, but it may pollute the solution
everywhere in the domain.
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Fig. 16. Approximation of the geometry of a femur by immersing the boundary in a mesh. Shown on the far left is the exact surface immersed in a parallelepiped. The
parallelepiped is meshed with tetrahedra. The signed distance function is then constructed, and its zero level-set is evaluated to obtain the approximate geometry, shown in
the middle. On the right, the exact and approximated geometry for the head of the bone are displayed.

Fig. 17. Displacement contours and deformation of the femur as a result of fixing the bottom and imposing downward displacements at the top. The contours of the norm of
the displacement field are shown in (a). The deformed configuration of the bone is shown in (b) and (c), from two different angles. The displacement field in (b) and (c) was
scaled by a factor of 2 for visualization purposes.
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Fig. 14a shows the result of this comparison. These are plotted
together with the results obtained with DG-IBM for the same

example but stated on the annular domain instead. The magni-
tudes of the errors in the two cases are very close. Consequently,

Original Image
450 x 600 pixels

    Compute the distance to the 
boundary,  the level-set function

Interpolate the level-set function
       on the mesh to define Ωh  

Fig. 18. Step towards the generation of image-based geometries. The starting point is a black and white image made of pixels, each one of them painted with one of two
colors. A level-set function is constructed by computing the signed distance of each point to the closest pixel with an opposite color. This function is in turn interpolated over
the background mesh. The boundary of the zero sublevel-set of this interpolant is then the approximate boundary of the domain. Notice that in the example shown here some
features of the geometry are clearly lost; a finer background mesh is needed.

Fig. 19. Approximate domains computed with progressively finer meshes obtained by subdividing each triangle in the first mesh into four similar ones. Fig. 20 shows details
of the approximate domain in the regions indicated with gray boxes in the most refined mesh.
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in addition to retaining optimal convergence rate, for this example
DG-IBM also returns errors whose magnitude is similar to those of
a comparable boundary-fitting method. Of course, this observation
may strongly depend on the problem and the mesh.

5.7. Numerical examples with nonlinear elastic materials

Next, we present two applications that showcase the use of DG-
IBM for simulations of nonlinear elastic bodies of complex shapes.

5.7.1. Compression of a femur
As an illustration of the proposed method’s capability to handle

realistic geometries, we consider an example involving the defor-
mation of a femur. While boundary fitting meshes are readily
available for geometries far more complicated than the bone model
studied here, the problem of meshing any such geometry is signif-
icantly simplified here by meshing a parallelepiped enclosing the
bone and letting the DG-IBM framework take care of the rest.

A common procedure used to convert samples or physical mod-
els into a computer/CAD representation is to scan or profile the
surface. Surface reconstruction algorithms may be used to correct
for irregularities and represent the scanned surface as a tessella-
tion. Mesh generation algorithms discretize the domain enclosed

by the tessellation for use in a conventional finite element model.
With an immersed boundary method, however, the last step is not
required; the tessellation of the surface is used to (approximately)
reconstruct the domain in a possibly non-boundary-fitting mesh.

The (‘‘exact”) surface of the femur adopted here consists in a
fine mesh of triangles. The enclosing domain B is a parallelepiped,
which is easily meshed, in this case with approximately 159,100
tetrahedral elements. The signed distance to the surface needs to
be computed at the nodes of this mesh,4 and the approximation
of the geometry then follows as explained in Section 4.2. The result-
ing approximation of the domain is shown in Fig. 16.

As mentioned earlier, the goal of this example is to demonstrate
the ability of the method to handle complex geometries. For this
reason, we adopt a simple nonlinear elastic constitutive law (12)
for the material, with k ¼ l ¼ 1. For the same reason, no attempt
to model the real mechanical behavior of bone is made here; bones
may not undergo very large elastic deformations, and realistic con-
stitutive relations are far more delicate than (12).

The bone was rigidly clamped at the bottom (epicondiles) and
downward displacements imposed at the head. Dirichlet boundary
conditions were imposed on the approximate boundary via the
interpolatory method with

uhðXÞ ¼
X if X � ez 6 8 units;
X� 1:0 ez if X � ez P 40 units:

�
ð75Þ

The length of the sample (along the Z axis) is 46.6 units while the
lateral dimensions (along the X and Y axes) are 8.8 and 7.4 units;
see Fig. 17 for the orientation of the axes relative to the bone. The
origin of the axes is located slightly below the bone in Fig. 17. In
(75), ez is a unit vector along the Z-direction. The displacement im-
posed on the upper surface is about 2:1% of the length. Fig. 17 plots
the resulting deformation.

5.7.2. Application to image-based geometries
Image-based geometries are encountered in many situations,

perhaps most often in medical imaging. A possibly undesirable fea-
ture of extracting geometries from images is that the boundary is
naturally jagged, or pixilated. Most often these geometries are only
approximations of the exact one. In this situation the solution near
the boundary is hardly relevant, and only its behavior far away
from it may be meaningful. Consequently, highly refined meshes

Fig. 20. Details of the approximate domain for the finest mesh used, before deformation.

Fig. 21. Nonlinear elastic deformations of the image-based geometry. The contour
plot shown is based on the Euclidean norm of the displacement field at each point.
On the left, an enlarged version near the boundary, where the jumps in
displacements can be easily observed.

4 The signed distance to the surface is only needed at the nodes that are close to the
surface, not on the entire mesh.
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near the boundary are unnecessary, and the jagged boundary may
be replaced by yet another approximation of the exact one, but
smoother. The construction of the approximate domain in DG-
IBM does precisely that; the approximate boundary in DG-IBM re-
tains feature sizes of the order of the mesh size, averaging out
smaller details.

We demonstrate the use of the current method to easily
simulate complex geometries extracted from images. The example
consists of simulating the nonlinear elastic behavior of a two-
dimensional object whose geometry is given by the black pixels
of a digital black-and-white image. A black-and-white image con-
sists of a rectangular Cartesian grids in which each cell, or pixel,
has one of two possible values, say 0 for white and 1 for black.
The particular geometry that we consider here is shown in Fig. 18.

The signed distance to the (jagged) boundary was used as the
level-set function. For this example, the distance is positive if the
point is outside the domain, in a white pixel, negative when it lays
in a black pixel, and zero at the boundary. The approximate domain
determined by the interpolant of the level-set function is also
shown in Fig. 18. It is evident that if the mesh Th over which
the level-set function is interpolated is much coarser that the pixel
size, the domain is naturally smoothed out.

The initial background mesh is shown in gray in Fig. 19. Finer
meshes are obtained by subdividing each triangle into four smaller
ones. The resulting approximate domains for each of these meshes
along with some of the details and features of the finest mesh are
shown in Fig. 20.

Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied all along the bound-
ary via the interpolatory method. The displacements along this
boundary are interpolated from

uhðXÞ ¼
X
kXk cos 5h� p

2

� �
; ð76Þ

where X is the position vector with respect to the lower left corner
of the background mesh and h is the angle formed by this position
vector with the lower boundary of the same mesh. Once again, we
use the same square domain B employed in the previous two-
dimensional simulations – a square of size 10 units. The distances
from the image to the lower boundary and to the left boundary of
the background mesh are approximately 0.68 and 2.14 units
respectively.

The material is assumed to be homogeneous throughout the do-
main, with k ¼ l ¼ 1 in the constitutive relation given by (12). The
resulting elastic deformation is shown in Fig. 21. The presence of
jumps near the boundary are also shown therein.

6. Summary

We proposed an immersed boundary method for problems in
elasticity, in which a wide class of non-homogeneous boundary
conditions of both essential and natural type can be imposed while
retaining an optimal convergence rate.

In designing the method, we stated two conditions that, if sat-
isfied, guarantee an optimal convergence rate in the energy norm.
There is considerable freedom for the design of methods that sat-
isfy them. The proposed method here is simply one among many
ways of accomplishing this. The key ingredients of the method
are: (a) the approximation of the domain through a level-set func-
tion in the finite element space, (b) the addition of a discontinuous
Galerkin discretization near the boundary to prevent boundary
locking, and (c) the imposition of boundary conditions through
the construction of an approximation of a smooth extension of
the prescribed values on the boundary to a large enough neighbor-
hood of the domain. We proved that the proposed method satisfies
the convergence conditions in the one-dimensional case, for the

purpose of illustrating how the different ingredients of the method
play a role in attaining an optimal convergence rate.

In proposing the method to construct essential and natural
boundary conditions, we adopted as a starting point that data on
boundary conditions is provided as functions defined on the
Dirichlet or Neumann boundary only. We then added that, if these
functions are given as a restriction to the boundary of a smooth en-
ough function in a neighborhood of the boundary, then boundary
conditions can be imposed by interpolating them. Such a method
was called the interpolatory method. This is, however, not always
the case. Consequently, we proposed a second method, termed the
non-interpolatory method, that necessitates the definition of these
functions only at the boundary. This enables the method to become
fully automatized, i.e., a code can receive the data of the boundary
conditions on the exact boundary only and construct an optimally
convergent sequence of approximations with it.

The optimal convergence rate of the method was verified with
extensive numerical examples in linear elasticity that involved
the two approaches to approximate boundary conditions, for both
the essential and natural type. Furthermore, the versatility of the
method to address nonlinear problems with complex geometries
was demonstrated with two examples in nonlinear elasticity.

An interesting application of this method may be found in the
context of nonlinear elasticity problems with very large deforma-
tions. It is known that under these conditions it may be necessary
to resort to new discretizations of the domain as the material is de-
formed. The immersed boundary method could then be used to
efficiently construct a new mesh on the deformed configuration
of the material, and subsequently adopt the latter as a new refer-
ence configuration of the body.

In the near future we plan to address the convergence analysis
for the two- and three-dimensional cases, as well as to work on
higher order versions of the method.
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Appendix A. An implementation of DG-IBM

A simple implementation of DG-IBM using linear tetrahedral
elements for three-dimensional problems is discussed here. This
includes a description of types of element boundary intersections,
a convenient choice of basis functions and simple quadrature rules
for integration. An implementation for linear triangle elements
was outlined in [32].

A.1. Element–boundary intersections

As mentioned earlier, Ch is composed of plane sections in three-
dimensional (3D) domains. Fig. A.1 shows all possible qualitatively
different plane-tetrahedron intersections. Referring to E \Xh for
E 2 Qh as the ‘‘cut element,” we see that cut elements can be tetra-
hedra, or wedges with six nodes or pyramids having five nodes.
Also note that CE

hð¼ Ch \ EÞ is a triangle for tetrahedra, pyramids
and wedges of type (a), and a quadrilateral for type (b) wedges.

A.2. Basis functions

The standard finite element basis functions are used for ele-
ments belonging to Rh. For elements in Qh that use a discontinuous
Galerkin approximation, we choose a convenient set of basis func-
tions that permits easy imposition of Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions. This is the case when one of the shape functions is zero on
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CE
h. Hence we use the first shape function ðNnÞ as the level-set func-

tion itself. The remaining shape functions ðNE;NF ;NGÞ interpolate
displacements at points of CE

h. If CE
h is a triangle, NE;NF and NG

are the standard P1 shape functions with degrees of freedom at
the vertices of the triangle. In the case of a quadrilateral, we choose
as degrees of freedom the values of the function at the three verti-
ces of the quadrilateral that form the triangle with the largest area,
and the associated dual shape functions. More precisely, the four
shape functions are given by

NnðxÞ ¼ ðx� xEÞ � n;

NEðxÞ ¼
1

DEFG
ðx� xFÞ � ðxF � xGÞ ^ n;

NFðxÞ ¼
1

DEFG
ðx� xGÞ � ðxG � xEÞ ^ n and

NGðxÞ ¼
1

DEFG
ðx� xEÞ � ðxE � xFÞ ^ n;

ðA:1Þ

where E, F and G are the vertices sketched in Fig. A.2,
DEFG ¼ ðxE � xFÞ � ðxF � xGÞ ^ n and n is the unit normal to the plane
of CE

h.

A.3. Quadrature rules

The key ingredient to account for in the construction of quadra-
ture rules for DG-IBM, which makes them different from standard

boundary fitting methods, is the correct computation of volumes
for elements cut by the boundary.

In DG methods, elements on which the lifting operators may be
different from zero need a quadrature rule that can exactly inte-
grate quadratic polynomials – terms appearing as products of com-
ponents of DDG. With this in mind, standard quadrature rules can
be adopted for elements in Rh. Some of these elements are also
in Mh, and share a face across which functions may be discontinu-
ous. Quadrature rules for such faces need to be at least second-or-
der accurate. Elements in Qh need special quadrature rules for the
sections of the element and the faces that are inside the approxi-
mate domain. We outline an integration scheme to perform all
the necessary integrals exactly and efficiently.

Four Gauss points are needed to integrate quadratic polynomi-
als over tetrahedral domains. Pyramids and wedges are subdivided
into two and three tetrahedra respectively, see Fig. A.3, for the pur-
pose of integration. The four-point rule is utilized in each tetrahe-
dron, resulting in a total of 8 integration points for pyramids, and
12 points for wedges. Three Gauss points are used for integration
over triangular faces, and four points on quadrilateral ones.

These set of rules were found to be as or more efficient than
mapping cut elements to hexahedral elements to evaluate inte-
grals. The Jacobian of such a map increases the order of the polyno-
mials to be integrated, necessitating more quadrature points than
being used here.

Fig. A.1. Types of plane-tetrahedron intersections; the plane represents the zero level-set of /h . The cut element can be tetrahedra, pyramids or wedges. Note that CE
h is a

triangle except when the cut element is a wedge of type (b).

Fig. A.2. For tetrahedral elements cut by the boundary, NE ;NF and NG are the standard set of P1 basis functions, which has the values of a function at E; F and G as degrees of
freedom. Shape function Nn is zero on CE

h .
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